**Tour de Vesthimmerland**

Join Tour de Vesthimmerland and discover the many possibilities we have in Vesthimmerland. The event is arranged by International House and Erhverv Vækstimmerland and is part of Welcome September 2021.

Doing the bus trip we will visit relevant locations and 2 companies to provide you with knowledge about what kind of companies that exists in Vesthimmerland.

**Date:** September 24th 2021 09:00  
**Location:** Bus tour in Vesthimmerland  
**Meeting point:** Messecenter Vesthimmerland, Messevej 1, 9600 Aars

**Program**

- **09:00** Welcome in Messecenter Vesthimmerland, Messevej 1, 9600 Aars. Coffee etc. We will tell about Vesthimmerland and what kind of companies we have here.
- **10:00** Visit Vesthimmerland – Aars, Ålestrup, Farsø and Løgstør in bus. We show you what kind of companies, we have in Vesthimmerland. We visit 2 companies – Versalift A/S in Farsø and Scandi Byg a/s.
- **12:00** Sandwich in Løgstør
- **13:00** Back in Aars

Sign up: [vaekstimmerland.dk/begivenhed/tour-de-vesthimmerland](vaekstimmerland.dk/begivenhed/tour-de-vesthimmerland)

Limited seats. Maximum 40 participants.

If you have any questions please contact Kirsten Heisz at [kh@vaekstimmerland.dk](mailto:kh@vaekstimmerland.dk) or +45 27152338.